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Abstract

•

Electricity restructuring is a complex, never-ending
process that has engineering, economic, social,
commercial, legal and policy dimensions and takes
place within a broad societal context. Thus, there are
many interdisciplinary challenges for the design,
implementation and on-going maintenance of a
successful restructuring process. Moreover, it is not
possible beforehand to be sure that a particular design
will work satisfactorily because the formally designed
aspects of a restructured industry are only part of the
whole. Therefore, it is most important to approach the
design of restructuring in manner that is as robust as
possible over both the short and long term. This paper
describes the underlying principles used in
restructuring the Australian electricity industry and
discusses outcomes to date and current challenges.

•

1. Introduction
Electricity restructuring is a complex, never-ending
process that has engineering, economic, commercial,
legal and policy dimensions and takes place within a
broad societal context that itself influences and is
influenced by the outcome. Thus, there are many
interdisciplinary
challenges
for
the
design,
implementation and ongoing maintenance of a
successful restructuring process.
Moreover, a restructuring process can only be
partially designed in a formal manner, because
important aspects of restructuring reside in the wider
societal context. In addition, key questions cannot be
formulated as disprovable hypotheses. Thus, it is not
possible to be sure beforehand how a particular design
will work in practice.
Therefore, it is important to approach the process of
restructuring in manner that is robust over both the
short and long term. This includes the challenge of
building and sustaining a social consensus about:
• The objectives of restructuring, including the
assignment of tasks to centralized and
decentralized decision making

The restructuring transition path, which has
proved to be a multi-decade process
Procedures to develop, implement and continue
to evolve formal rules that are compatible with,
and place obligations on, the surrounding
formal societal context as it evolves.

2. The social context for electricity industry
restructuring
Hardin [1] argues that there is a class of human
problems that have no technical solution and thus are
interdisciplinary, in the sense that they require the
individual contributing disciplines to merge their
thinking to find a solution. Electricity industry
restructuring is a problem of that kind.
One reason for this is that electricity industry
restructuring implies changing the balance between
resources that are shared by a group (eg the resources
of a monopoly electricity utility are shared between the
utility’s customers) and resources that are individually
assigned and controlled. Hardin uses the concept of the
tragedy of the commons to explore this question and
comes to the conclusion that we must seek answers to
problems of this kind in the form of “mutual coercion,
mutually agreed upon”, in which a group of people
agrees to place constraints on their individual behavior
for the good of the group. This, I would argue, could
be used as a model for electricity industry
restructuring. Note, however, that in that context, it
implies the following restructured industry framework:
• A set of rules with which all electricity industry
participants agree to abide in making decisions
(including all stages in the energy conversion
chain from primary resources to end-use energy
services) – with coercion if they do not. These
rules are normally designed to maximize
economic efficiency. However, there are
differing views on which rules achieve
economic efficiency – eg the debate between
energy-only and energy plus capacity markets.
• The placing of a set of constraints on decisionmakers external to the industry who can

•

influence industry outcomes (eg policy makers,
regulators and the general public).
Consistency in the overall decision-making
framework over the decadal timescale that is
relevant to electricity industry decision-making.

The design of industry-specific rules for the
electricity industry can be informed and guided by an
understanding of its specific characteristics, which
intrinsically place constraints on participant decisionmaking. These may be regarded as mutual coercion
based on objective engineering requirements, for
example to maintain power system security. These
objective engineering requirements have (at least until
recently) applied more strongly in the large generation
and transmission sectors of the industry than for
distribution, distributed generation and end-use.
However, increasing social dependence on the
electricity industry, for example for space cooling,
along with static or declining supply quality and
reliability, rising network costs, network easement
constraints, innovation in distributed energy resource
technology and growing concern about environmental
impacts, are extending the need for objective
requirements into the distribution and end-use sectors.
Further relevant issues are explored in [2, 3 & 4].

3. Development of the formal electricity
industry model used in Australia
The formal model that has been adopted for
electricity industry restructuring in the Australian
National Electricity Market evolved from research that
commenced in the late 1970s. That early work
introduced the concept of spot pricing and the need for
strong compatibility between the market model of an
electricity industry and its underlying physical
operation [5, 6]. Following that, [7] considered the
implications of inter-temporal links and uncertainty for
pricing theory and recommended the use of a spot and
derivative pricing structure to support investment
instead of the traditional capacity payment approach.
[8] explored the question of how industrial consumers
could operate in a spot and derivative market and [9]
considered spot and forward market operation in the
broader electricity industry context. Overall, this
conceptual work considered the full energy conversion
chain from primary to end-use energy forms.
The restructured industry model that is now
implemented in the Australian National Electricity
Market (NEM) was first proposed in [10] and [11] and
is described more fully in [12]. Ref. [13] describes the
practical compromises required in representing
network services in an electricity spot and derivative

market of the NEM type, while [14] reports on
experimental testing of the then proposed NEM design
for wholesale spot energy and short-term derivative
markets prior to their implementation.
Implementation of the NEM to date has focused on
the large generation and transmission sectors, with
electricity retailers used as a surrogate for direct enduser participation. References [15, 16 & 17] discuss
potential refinements to the NEM model that would
give closer compatibility between the market models
and engineering reality, with respect to integrating
management of availability and quality of supply, enduser participation and stochastic renewable energy
resources into the NEM framework.
This body of work provided a strong understanding
of the underlying principles and practical challenges of
electricity industry restructuring prior to its actual
implementation in Australia. This understanding was,
and continues to be, transferred to industry and policy
makers by an on-going series of short courses that
commenced in 1989 and continues to evolve.
One of the ironies of electricity industry
restructuring is that the complexity of restructuring is
greater for the distribution and end-use sectors of the
industry than for the large generation and transmission
sectors. Also, significant innovation in technology and
behavior is required and the transition path is less
clear. Moreover, the objective constraints that can be
used to justify rules for “mutual coercion, mutually
agreed up” are less obvious and less influential in the
distribution and end-use sectors. Thus it is not
surprising that Australian electricity industry
restructured has not progressed as far or as fast in
distribution and end-use as in generation and
transmission. Further progress is now being facilitated
through technical progress such as interval metering.

4. Features of the formal electricity
industry model used in Australia
An electricity industry implements an energy
conversion chain from primary energy resources to
end-use energy forms, for the purpose of delivering
desired end-use energy services. The industry-specific
value is created by the values that end-users attach to
the delivery of the end-use energy services, while the
industry-specific costs derive from the investment and
operating costs associated with the equipment required
to implement the energy conversion chain. Electricity
industry equipment can be categorised as follows:
• Primary energy equipment is associated with
the extraction and processing of primary energy
forms. Such equipment is sometimes regarded
as lying outside the electricity industry but is
essential to achieving its goals.

Electricity generation equipment is associated
with conversion of primary energy forms to
electrical energy. This is usually described as
electricity generation or power station
equipment. Electricity generation equipment
only provides the capability to create electrical
energy. Because electrical energy is not
storable in a cost-effective manner, generators
can only create a flow of electrical energy if
they are connected to end-use equipment via a
closed-current path. Moreover, the end-use
equipment must be ready to extract a flow of
electrical energy from the network for the
energy conversion chain to function correctly.
• Network equipment is used to create closedcurrent paths between electricity generation
equipment and end-use equipment and to
maintain the availability and quality of the
energy flowing through the network. It is
subdivided into transmission and distribution
categories.
• End-use equipment converts electrical energy
to end-use energy forms, and in the process
delivers the end-use energy services that are the
desired outcomes from the electricity industry.
The industry configuration is shown in Figure 1, in
which distributed and renewable energy resources are
taken into account.
Any mismatch between the flow of primary energy
injected into an electricity generator and the flow of
electrical energy extracted from that generator by the
network and end-use equipment, typically appears as a
change in the kinetic energy of the rotating masses
associated with the generating equipment. This in turn
modifies the frequency of the sinusoidal voltage and
current waveforms in the power system. The behaviour
of generator, end-use and network equipment also
influences the voltage profile in the power system.
Thus, an electricity industry such as that associated
with the Australian NEM has important physical
attributes that must be continuously managed to ensure
effective operation [15]:
• Continuity of electrical energy flow - from
generators to end-use equipment – must be
maintained to avoid local or widespread
blackouts, by a process known as maintaining
availability of supply. This is because electrical
energy cannot be cost-effectively stored.
• Quality of supply – as measured by voltage
magnitude, frequency and waveform purity –
must be kept within specifications for electrical
equipment to function correctly, by a process
known as maintaining quality of supply.
System-wide management is required to guard
against widespread blackouts or total system collapse,
•

while local management is required to meet the
availability and quality design specifications of
individual items of generator, network and end-use
equipment.
At the system-wide level, the power system
operator (eg. NEMMCO in the Australian NEM) aims
to keep power system operation within a secure
operating envelope with sufficient reserve capacity that
“credible” equipment failure will not lead to a blackout
or unacceptable quality of supply. Figure 2 illustrates
this for a restructured electricity industry that
incorporates an electricity market.
As illustrated in Figure 2, a number of tools can be
used to manage system-wide power system operation
in a restructured electricity industry:
• While the power system is operating within a
secure operating envelope, market processes
can be used to manage overall supply-demand
balance as described below for the NEM.
• A wholesale spot market for market interval
energy injected by a generator or extracted by
an end-user at a point of connection, using a
hybrid 5/30-minute market interval and a
market model with an abstract representation of
high-level network losses and flow constraints
(Figure 3). This market solves a securityconstrained dispatch at 5-minute intervals.
• Spot markets for ancillary service capabilities
that are used to manage supply-demand balance
within each spot market interval (known as
frequency control ancillary services). These
also use the same abstract representation of
network losses and flow constraints.
• Informal derivative markets associated with the
above spot markets, which provide forward
price discovery but (as currently implemented)
no aggregate forward volume discovery.
• When power system security is seriously
threatened, engineering procedures are used to
manage major security risks. Market processes
are unlikely to work well in these
circumstances because the broad public interest
is at stake, rapid responses are required, and
some participants may be able to exercise
market power. However, commercial contracts
can still be used to procure the necessary rapid
response capabilities.
• The rapid response capabilities must be
invoked (usually by pre-set automatic triggers)
if power system security has actually been
jeopardised. Under these circumstances, the
greater public good may override the legitimate
interests of individual industry participants
through mechanisms such as involuntary load
shedding.

To date, a simpler approach is used to manage
availability and quality of supply at the local level
compared to the system-wide level. This is partly
because of the challenges associated with restructuring
the distribution and end-use sectors and partly because
sophisticated end-use metering and response strategies
have, until recently, been too expensive to implement
in a cost-effective manner.
However, recent developments in information and
communication technologies, power electronics and
small-scale generation and storage are opening up new
opportunities for distributed energy resources (DER),
which include flexible demand, and generation or
reversible storage embedded in a distribution network
or located in end-user premises [18].
These developments offer the potential for a major
shift in the way electricity industries are designed and
operated. DER can play a very important role because
of the strong symmetry in the electricity industry:
• The industry’s continuous flow nature and lack
of intermediate electrical energy storage means
that, for small perturbations, a reduction in the
rate of electrical energy demand is equivalent
to an increase in the rate of electrical energy
supply at the same network location.
• The fungible nature of electrical energy (it can
be created from and converted into many
different energy forms) means that, if the flow
of electrical energy through a network is
constrained for some reason, a reduction in
demand by one end-use downstream of the
network flow constraint can allow an increase
in demand by another end-use that is also
downstream of the network flow constraint.
Thus DER can contribute to maintaining local
availability of supply by voluntarily and rapidly
reducing the flow of electrical energy:
• at any location in the network in response to a
temporary shortage of generating capacity; or
• at a point of connection downstream of a
network flow constraint.
DER can also contribute to maintaining local
quality of supply by:
• acting continuously to maintain local voltage or
local waveform purity within specification; or
• responding only when needed to restore local
voltage or local waveform purity to within a
specified tolerance band.
DER can also contribute to managing system-wide
availability and quality of supply. For example,
NEMMCO already takes advantage of the inherent
voltage and frequency response of end-use equipment
in managing power system security. However, this
contribution is not recognised in the NEM ancillary
service commercial arrangements and so is not

commercially rewarded. Similarly, to date the NEM
structure does not provide a “level playing field” for
wind energy or other non-storable, stochastic
renewable energy resources [17].
More generally, the NEM structure provides a poor
interface for end-users, distributed and renewable
energy resources and is thus biased towards the large
generation sector. This is partly due to the priorities by
which electricity industry restructuring has been
implemented to date [19]. This should not be
surprising because the adequacy of a set of rules (eg
the National Electricity Rules) is commonly assessed
in the existing context rather than with respect to
possible futures that may arise.
In summary, key elements of the formal
implementation of electricity industry restructuring in
Australia are:
• A multi-state “National” Electricity Market
(NEM) that is consistent in most aspects across
state borders and that implements a hub-andspoke approximation to nodal pricing.
• Disaggregation of generation, network and
retail services
• A single NEM market & system operator
• Formal spot energy and FACS markets
(security constrained dispatch) designed for
supply/demand symmetry
• Informal derivative markets
• Security assessment to 10 year horizon
• An as yet incomplete process of integrating
end-users and distributed and renewable energy
resources.

5. Features of the restructuring process
The Special Premiers’ Conference in July 1991
agreed to “establish a National Grid Management
Council [NGMC] to encourage and coordinate the
most efficient, economic and environmentally sound
development of the electricity industry in eastern and
southern Australia having regard for key national and
State policy objectives” [20]. This established an early
consensus between most Australian governments (with
the exception of Western Australia) on the objectives
for electricity industry restructuring. However, the
distribution and end-use sectors were largely
quarantined from the restructuring process except for
the vaguely defined concept of “full retail competition”
One practical outcome of this consensus occurred in
February 1994, when the Council Australian
Governments (COAG) agreed to develop a Code of
Conduct for the operation of the National Grid [19,
Clause 1.2.1], where the National Grid was defined as
“the sum of all connected transmission systems and
distribution systems within the participating

jurisdictions” [21, Glossary], which were Queensland,
New South Wales, South Australia and the Australian
Capital Territory. The National Grid is a power system
that extends over 4000km. Tasmania physically joined
the National Grid in 2005 when commissioning tests
began on the DC cable joining it to the mainland.
In 1996, the participating jurisdictions agreed to
pass the National Electricity Law, “being the schedule
(as amended from time to time) to an act of the
parliament of South Australia entitled National
Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996” [21, Glossary].
This provides the legal basis for the restructured
industry, including the National Electricity Code and
the key institutions, such as the National Electricity
Market Management Company (NEMMCO), which
operates the National Electricity Market. The other
participating states agreed to abide by this Act, creating
a largely consistent legal basis for the interconnected
power system. It has since been amended.
The NGMC released the National Electricity
Market (NEM) Code of Conduct (version 1.0) in
February 1996. This later evolved into the National
Electricity Code (NEC) and has recently been given
clearer legal status as the National Electricity Rules.
These outcomes provide clear evidence of a
consistent consensus approach to restructuring between
the jurisdictions involved. However, that consensus did
not extend to questions of ownership or to treatment of
distribution, DER and end-users.
Prior to restructuring, each jurisdiction owned (in
large part) the electricity supply industry within its
borders. As a result, each jurisdiction determined the
extent of disaggregation and privatisation of its
industry. Victoria has proceeded furthest in both
disaggregation and privatisation; South Australia has
leased its supply industry assets on long-term leases
while the electricity supply industries in New South
Wales and Queensland remain in government
ownership.
Each jurisdiction also decided the pace and extent
of restructuring for distribution and end-users. For
example, Queensland has only recently agreed to
implement retail competition for residential and small
commercial end-users.
The outcomes of restructuring have been
controversial in various ways, particularly the
privatisation processes in Victoria and South Australia.
Also, the final report of the 2002 COAG energy market
review concluded that “NSW needs more competing
generators, and more dispersed generator ownership”
[22, page 21]. It recommended, “the New South Wales
government should further disaggregate its generation
assets” [22, page 50].

Following the COAG energy market review, a
second phase of restructuring has commenced, with a
focus on the following issues:
• Implementing the COAG national energy
policy framework through the Ministerial
Council on Energy (MCE), with work
programs in energy efficiency, energy market
reform (including en-user participation), energy
security, renewable energy and distributed
generation.
• Improving governance and institutional
arrangements, including the creation of an
Australian Energy Regulator and an Australian
Energy Market Commission
• Improving economic regulation of energy
network service providers, including provisions
governing network augmentation
• Promotion of greater engagement of end-users
through full retail competition, interval
metering and demand response.

6. Strengths and weaknesses of the current
arrangements
The Australian NEM has a number of important
strengths [15, 19]:
• World-leading designs for wholesale spot
energy and frequency control ancillary service
markets.
• World-leading procedures to project and
manage power system security.
It also has important weaknesses [15-19, 23]:
• At present the retail markets associated with the
NEM are dysfunctional in their design and, in
particular, provide a poor interface for
distributed and renewable energy resources.
The retail markets retain, to a large degree, the
traditional philosophy of an open-ended
obligation to serve and predetermined costrecovery tariffs. To date, “full retail
competition” has not produced genuine
competition between supply and demand side
options.
• The large geographical scope of the NEM
coupled with low population density creates
challenges in maintaining power system
security and increases the likelihood of network
flow constraints. These must be dealt with
carefully in implementing the securityconstrained dispatch in the NEM spot market,
and this issue would benefit from further
refinement.
• The large geographical scope of the NEM also
creates challenges in delivering efficient

network augmentation investment. The present
approach to network service regulation has
largely retained the traditional cost-recovery
approach and creates biases between existing
and new-entrant generation in terms of network
charges, and against DER options as
alternatives to network augmentation.
• Voltage-related quality of supply is managed
by a regulated, engineering-oriented approach
that fails to adequately value potential DER
contributions.
• The industry has excessive climate change
emissions resulting from its reliance on coalfired power stations but there are few effective
incentives for new low emission generation
such as wind energy. Climate change policy
needs urgent attention [24].
The weaknesses outlined above could be overcome
by incremental enhancements to the present
implementation of electricity industry restructuring.
These include the following:
• Introduce formally designed derivative markets
for CfDs and call options to promote end-user
participation and facilitate commercial risk
management of spot market risk (the initial
code released in 1994 included a formal short
term forward market).
• Include more accurate models of network
services in spot & formal derivative markets for
energy and ancillary services, so that derivative
markets contain information on potential future
flow constraints.
• Introduce a more market-oriented approach to
managing power system security and
availability & quality of supply, so that
distributed resource providers (including wind
farms) can be rewarded (penalised) for
improving (worsening) availability and quality
of supply.
• Adopt a revenue cap approach to regulating
distribution network service providers (DNSPs)
and engage them in promoting distributed
resource development.
• Allow distribution network service providers
(DNSPs) to install (and recover the costs of)
interval meters for small end-users that measure
energy and key availability and quality
parameters,
and
develop
associated
communication and control protocols and
database structures to allow small end-users to
express value for, and contribute to managing,
local and system-wide availability and quality.
• Introduce direct network access contracts
between DNSPs and end-users (and embedded
generators) that clearly spell out mutual

obligations with respect to availability and
quality of supply and that efficiently allocate
constrained network flows by spot and
derivative network access tariffs authorised by
the Australian Energy Regulator (AER).
• Refine commercial arrangements for Network
Control Ancillary Services.
• Merge retail and wholesale markets into a
consistent set of spot & derivative markets for
energy, network access and ancillary services,
and migrate electricity retailers towards an
energy service company (ESCO) role [26].
• As a longer-term goal, further develop this
integrated wholesale and retail market structure
to incorporate market-based voltage quality
management [15].
The integration of formally designed wholesale and
retail markets with would lead to the industry structure
shown in Figure 4.

7. Lessons learned & future prospects
Electricity industry restructuring is a complex and
continuing process that itself occurs within an evolving
social framework. Success depends on establishing and
maintaining a consensus on the key objectives and
principles. The following appear to have been
important to the relative stability and success of the
Australian restructuring process to date:
• Early development of a formal model for a
restructured electricity industry that achieved
compatibility between the economic model and
the underlying physics of electricity industry
restructuring, that supported a robust transition
path and that supported continued evolution to
a more refined practical realization. This
provided an objective basis for “mutual
coercion, mutually agreed upon”.
• Restructuring process arrangements that
achieved a separation of powers between the
development and authorization of the necessary
protocols and that supported peer review,
effective public participation, and consensus
building.
• An education program that supported informed
participation by industry stakeholders.
However, the dynamic and evolving nature of the
broader social context means that there can be no
guarantee of future stability and continuity in approach
to electricity industry restructuring. For example [25]
opens up the possibility of a complete re-think of the
current approach to addressing the perennial and
irresolvable (in a deterministic sense) question of
“resource adequacy”.
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Figure 1. The electricity industry energy conversion chain taking account of distributed resources

Figure 2. Engineering and Market Processes for Managing Availability and Quality of Supply in a
Restructured Electricity Industry

Figure 3. Wholesale market structure and security management in the NEM

Figure 4. Enhanced NEM with integrated wholesale and retail markets, advanced Metering
interface (AMI) and Energy Service Companies (ESCOs)

